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Abstract
Purpose: present an overview of idea management (IM) and organisational effectiveness (OE)
literature trends, identify if there is a research gap, and make suggestions for future research in this field.
Approach: the research is based on a literature review. This detailed literature review has
considered 75 scientific publications, conference proceedings, books and popular market reports
published over 34 years, i.e., from January 1982 to February 2016, in all research fields about IM and
more than 130 scientific publications about OE over the last 47 years, i.e., from January 1969 to January
2016.
Findings: it has been concluded that there is a tendency in literature to focus on internal IM, but
from 2006 the situation started to change and more external and mixed IM application approaches have
been researched; the authors have also summarized the main applied research methods and focuses.
From 1969 till 2004 OE literature is fragmentary, but from 2004 there are substantive literature sources
about OE. The research results show that OE has become especially topical in the last decade. The most
frequently applied and mentioned OE models are the Goal Attained Model and the Competing Values
Model, while the most commonly applied approach is the multidimensional approach. The authors have
summarized 199 potential OE research dimensions. The results of the research revealed that there is a
research gap – no studies focussing on the relationship between IM and OE. This is a topical theme and
the authors have highlighted 5 main possible future research directions to bridge IM and OE, which
shows that this topic has scientific potential.
Research limitations: data collection from 7 databases within these periods – IM literature from
January 1982 to February 2015, OE literature from 1969 to January 2016.
Value: this paper fulfils an identified need to explore if there is a research gap between OE and IM
research. The study also aims to clarify the domain of IM and OE by summarizing the main OE
dimensions that are normally found in the OE literature and the main elements of IM. The concept of
OE is encountered repeatedly in the organisational literature, but few serious attempts have been made
to explain the construct either theoretically or empirically – this research has summarized 199 OE
dimensions and is the largest scientifically gathered OE dimension list that aims to explain the OE
construct. The added value of this research in an IM context: (1) explored the latest literature (published
in 2015) on IM and IMS; (2) created a holistic view of IM and IMS. The main contribution of the
research – it reviews IM and OE literature tendencies and synthesizes them to outline future research
directions.
Paper type – literature review
Keywords – idea management, organisational effectiveness, literature review
INTRODUCTION
One of the main topics in management science is organisational effectiveness (OE) (Goodman &
Saks, 1977; Biswas, 2010) and studies are mainly conducted to increase OE (Noruzi & Rahimi, 2010).
In recent decades the topicality has grown rapidly based on increasing scientific and practical interest in
the topic (Mausolff & Spence, 2008; Lecy, Scmitz & Swedlund, 2012). Researchers have concluded
that OE is multidimensional (Angle & Perry, 1981; Campbell et al., 1974; Dension, 1990; Kataria, Garg
& Rastogi, 2013) and OE dimensions and influencing factors may vary (Steers, 1977; Stevens, Beyer &
Trice, 1978). The authors of this research would like to explore the level of research on OE and idea
management (IM) or its systems (IMS) relations. The authors suppose that IM could influence OE,
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because it is closely related to several results and benefits for an organization. For example, Karanjikar
(2007) points out that IM is one of the elements that facilitate success in the information age, and Dorow
et al. (2015) have noted that ideas are an endless source of competitive advantage. There are numerous
literature sources with a modest literature review (most of this literature review sources have literature
review elements) about IM (Rose & Jensen, 2012; Mikelsone & Liela, 2015) and OE (for example,
Keeley, 1984; Lewin & Minton, 1986; Cunningham, 1977), but in these studies there is no evidence
about the relationship between IM and OE. So the question arises – is there really a research gap?
Previous IM literature research (Mikelsone & Liela, 2015) shows that there is, but it is possible that
evidence of these connections could be found in OE or the latest IM literature. That is the reason why
there is a need for a focused and up-to-date literature review. It is important to research this relationship,
because OE and IM have been researched for more than 5 decades and nowadays the scientific topicality
of these topics has only grown. OE is one of the main tasks in organizations, while IM could provide
benefits in several outcomes through the process of idea generation, evaluation and development. In the
last decade many leading world organizations have started to apply web-based IMS. The novelty of this
literature review is that it not only focuses on IM and OE literature tendencies but also aims to clarify
the domain of OE and IM/IMS by summarizing the main characteristics of IM/IMS and the main OE
dimensions. Because these terms lack well-established definitions the authors have created definitions
for them. The scientific problem dealt with in this article: to fill the research gap and to research both
IM and OE literature to explore their previously scientifically explored connections (is there really a
research gap?) and make suggestions for future research.
The research aim: present an overview of idea management (IM) and organisational effectiveness
(OE) literature trends and identify if there is a research gap and make suggestions for future research in
this field.
Research tasks: (1) to manage research in scientific databases to explore literature about IM and
OE and to analyse if there is a research gap; (2) make conclusions and suggestions for future research.
Research method: the research is based on a theoretical research method – literature review.
Research base: literature sources from 7 databases: Scopus, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, Sage
Journals, EBSCO Academic Search Complete, Emerald, Web of Science. The research mainly uses
secondary sources (scientific papers, books, etc.).
The review is structured as follows. First, the authors explain the scope and process of the
review. Second, the authors analyse IM and OE literature trends. Third, they synthesise information to
explore if there is a research gap and make suggestions for future research.
Research methodology
The research is based on a theoretical research method – literature review. The literature review
was divided into 4 research stages: (1) to research 7 scientific databases to explore literature where “idea
management” and “organisational effectiveness” are mentioned; (2) to select literature specifically about
IM and OE; (3) to exclude duplicates; (4) to analyse the selected literature. In the first research stage
4,283,216 literature sources in which “idea management” and 1,029,401 literature sources in which
“organisational effectiveness” was mentioned were found. In the second research stage literature
specifically about IM and OE was selected and duplicates were excluded. 75 IM and 133 OE literature
sources passed the third stage.
After Stage 3, the selected literature was analysed in a systematic review using a 3-step approach
(Boiral, 2012): 1) development of a review protocol; 2) data extraction (separate IM and OE analysis);
3) and information synthesis (connections between IM and OE, research gaps, and suggestions for future
research). The development of a protocol is essential to codify as precisely as possible the way studies
have been collected to answer a specific research question, namely: (1) what is IM / IMS and OE – their
research tendencies – and (2) is there a research gap?
Research results
1. IDEA MANAGEMENT
In previous studies (Mikelsone & Liela, 2015, 2015a) the authors conducted a detailed literature
review on IM. The added value of the present research is as follows: (1) it explored the latest literature
(published in 2015) on IM and IMS; (2) it created a holistic view of IM and IMS, since previous studies
have analysed different aspects of IM and IMS separately. The authors of the research have concluded
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that the latest literature supports and does not conflict with the results of previous research. The holistic
view of IM and IMS is reflected in Table 1.
Table 1
Holistic view of IM and IMS
IM – systematic, manageable process of idea generation, evaluation and development
IM dimensions
Idea generation (preparation,
idea evaluation (screening,
Idea development (concept
capture/gathering of ideas,
selection, retention)
development, distribution of ideas,
retention, enhancement)
support during implementation with
repeated IM and rewarding, retention)
IMS – tool, tool kit or complex system which provides a systematic, manageable process of idea generation,
evaluation and development
IMS type
Passive IMS (domination 1910 – 2000)
Active IMS (domination – 2000 till now)
Functions
Type of focus
General
Functions
Type of focus
General
Focus on idea
Unfocused
realization
Focus on all IM Focused
realization
generation
process
Suggestion edimensions
process
Web-based
mail; real-life
platforms; realactivities
life IMS

The results of the authors’ previous research (Mikelsone & Liela, 2015a) revealed that definitions
of IM have not changed fundamentally over time, but there is a wide variety of definitions of the terms
IM and IMS, while there are some fundamental common characteristics – IM is viewed as a process
which includes generation, evaluation and development of ideas. But there are some additional features
proposed in some of the definitions, for example, Brem and Voigt (2009) – collecting/idea creating, idea
profile, sifting, classifying; Boeddrich (2004) – adoption, clustering, screening, selection, improvement
of ideas; Coughlan and Johnson (2008) – declared idea communicating stage; Saatcioglu (2002) –
seeking of ideas and realization of ideas; Fritz (2002) – storage of ideas; Shani and Divyapriya (2011)
– distribution of ideas; Bakker, Boersma, Oreel (2006) – selling and funding of ideas. The authors
conclude that these features could be included in the definition of the term IM.
In a previous study based on an analysis of 70 literature sources (Miķelsone & Lielā, 2015a), the
authors created a definition of the term IMS – IMS is a tool, tool kit or complex system that provides a
systematic, manageable process of idea generation, evaluation and development. This definition is
supported by the latest literature sources. The authors concluded that IM is a wider and more uncertain
term than IMS and describes the process, while IMS is a more specific sub-term of IM and describes a
method or a tool that provides a systematic approach to IM.
The authors have created a holistic overview of general IM and IMS research and application
approaches and their research methods. The holistic view of IM and IMS research and application
approaches and their research methods can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2
Holistic view of the main IM/IMS research and application approaches
Approach
Social
For example, Bailey and
Horvitz, 2010; Barczak,
Griffin and Khan, 2009;
Bjork and Magnusson,
2009; Boeddrich, 2004;
Coughlan and Jahanson,
2008; Flynn et al., 2003;
Galbrait, 1982; Gish,
2011; Green, Bean and
Snavely, 1983; Nilsson,
Elg and Bergman, 2002;
Pundt and Schyns, 2005;
Saatcioglu, 2002; Tung,
Yuan and Tsai, 2009;
Van Dijk and Van Den
Ende, 2002;
Vandenbosch, Saatcioglu
and Fay, 2006

Focuses
Creation of new
IMS,
classification,
model
Evaluation of
IMS
effectiveness
influencing
factors
Correlations
Factor analysis
Good practises
IMS application
and participant
analysis

Structural
For example, Aagaard,
2012, 2013; Applegate,
1986; Azrolan and
Pavlins, 1998; Bakker,
Boersma and Oreel,
2006; Bothos, Apostolou
and Mentzas, 2012;
Brem and Voigt, 2007,
2009; Fritz, 2002; Wood,
2003; Gamlin, Yourd
and Paric, 2007; Goyal
and Sampath, 2007; Yu,
Chen and Shen, 2006;
Lindross, 2006; Lu and
Mantei, 1991;
Rowbotham and Bohlin,
1996; Summa, 2004;
Voigt and Brem, 2006;
Zejnilovic, Oliveria and
Veloso, 2012

IMS tests
Creation of new
IMS,
classification,
model
Evaluation of
IMS
IM effectiveness
influencing
factors
Correlations
Factor analysis
Good practises

Methods
Literature
review
Simulation
Interviews
Questionn
aire
Observatio
n
Case
studies
Statistics

Approach
Internal IM
For example,
Aagaard, 2012, 2013;
Bansemir et al.,2009;
Bassiti and Ajhoun,
2013; Bergendahl and
Magnusson, 2014;
Bettoni et al., 2010;
Deichmann, 2012;
Fatur et al., 2009;
Glassmann, 2009;
Iversen et al., 2009;
Klein et al., 2010;
Lower and Heller,
2014; Moss et al.,
2011; Perez et al.,
2013; Poveda et al.,
2012; Selart and
Johansen, 2011; Shani
et al., 2011; Vagn et
al., 2013; Zejnilovic at
al., 2012
Focus
Mixed IM
group
For example, Baez and
Literature Convertino, 2012;
review
Brem et al., 2007;
Simulation Brem et al., 2009;
Interviews Enkel et al., 2009;
Questionn Fritz, 2002; Narvaez
aire
and Gordoni, 2015;
Observatio Nilsson et al., 2002;
n
Sandriev and
Case
Pratchenko, 2014;
studies
Sandstrom and Bjork,
Statistics
2010; Voigt et al.,
2006; Westerski and
Iglesias, 2012
External IM
For example, Bothos et
al., 2008, 2012; Tung
et al., 2009; Westerski
et al., 2011,2013,
2013a

Focuses
IMS tests
Creation of new
IMS,
classification,
model
Evaluation of
IMS
effectiveness
influencing
factors
Correlations
Good practises
IMS application
and participant
analysis

Methods
Focus
group
Literature
review
Simulations
Interviews
Questionna
ire
Observatio
n
Cases
studies
Statistics

Correlations
Good practises
Literature review
Interviews
Creation of new
IMS,
classification,
model
IM effectiveness
influencing
factors

Questionna
ire
Cases
studies
Statistics

Creation of new
IMS
Correlation
Good practises
Crowdsourcing

Literature
review
Interviews
Questionna
ire
Observatio
n
Case
studies
Statistics

There is a tendency in literature to focus on internal IM, but from 2006 the situation started to
change and more external and mixed IM application approaches have been researched. This could be
explained by the growing popularity of open innovation, crowdsourcing, etc. Both structural and social
perspectives of IM/IMS are researched. This research proves that the most common methods for
researching different IM/IMS research and application approaches are literature reviews, interviews,
questionnaires, case studies and statistical methods.
The research results prove that there is no evidence of exploration focused on the relationship
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between IM and OE in recent IM literature.
2. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
The concept of OE is encountered repeatedly in organisational literature, but there is only a
rudimentary understanding of what is actually involved in the concept. In fact, although effectiveness is
generally considered a desirable attribute in organizations, few serious attempts have been made to
explain the construct either theoretically or empirically. So the objectives of this research are as follows:
(1) analysis of general data about OE in literature; (2) perspective and OE model analysis; (3) OE
dimension analysis.
2.1. GENERAL DATA ANALYSIS
The results reflect that OE is in the scope of researchers and mainly researched in the USA (43%),
India (10%) and the UK (10%).
The first literature source that mentioned OE according to this research was published in 1969.
From 1969 till 2004 literature is fragmentary, but from 2004 there are substantive literature sources
about OE. The research results show that OE became especially topical in the last decade; this tendency
is consistent with the Scopus (2016) data analysis, where a wider range of literature sources are included,
for example, papers with accessible abstracts only.
Additional data in Scopus (2016) shows that the authors most cited about OE are R. E. Quinn and
K. S. Cameron; the research results also show that the most used articles are “Spatial Model of
Effectiveness Criteria: Towards a Competing Values Approach to Organizational Analysis” (Quinn &
Rohrbaugh, 1983) and “Organizational Life Cycles and Shifting Criteria of Effectiveness: Some
Preliminary Evidence” (Quinn & Cameron, 1983). Therefore, these authors could be considered the
most influential researchers of OE. Also, Cameron (2010) has noted the leading researchers of OE – P.
R. Lawrence, W. Lorsch, E. Yuchtman, S. E. Seashore, J. L. Price, D. Lawless, R. M. Steers, J. P.
Campbell, W. R. Scott, R. E. Quinn, K. S. Cameron, A. Lewin, and J. W. Minton – and these authors
are often cited in the researched literature as well.
2.2. PERSPECTIVE AND CONTENT ANALYSIS
Although there is evidence of increasing scientific interest in OE in the last decade, the scientific
research is still characterized by a paucity of empirical studies, since more than half of all researched
literature sources are theoretical sources. The authors have analysed OE literature according to several
aspects: (1) theories applied and OE models applied or mentioned; (2) methods and focuses; (3) OE
dimensions.
2.2.1. THEORIES AND OE MODELS
The authors have summed up and sorted literature and theories used in literature to understand basic
sources of OE. The authors conclude that scientific knowledge is represented primarily in business and
management literature (98%), but there are also articles in engineering, medicine, and psychology. The
most frequently used theories and approaches in literature are classical theory (for example in Burnes,
1998), social capital theory (for example, Nelson et al., 2007; Pors, 2008), the human relations approach,
the culture-excellence approach, contingency theory (for example in Burnes, 1998), organisational
theory (Kataria, Rastogi & Garg, 2013), etc.
Different aspects can also be seen in literature related to OE, for example, creativity (for example
in Bratnicka, 2015), job satisfaction (for example in Quinn & Thorne, 2014; Biswas, 2010; Kim, Kim
& Kim, 2011), employee engagement (for example in Kataria, Rastogi & Garg, 2013a; Rieley, 2014),
knowledge management (for example in Pee & Kankanhalli, 2015; Chidambaranathan & Swarooprani,
2015; Zheng, Yang & McLean, 2010; Yang & Wan, 2004), organisational commitment (for example in
Angle & Perry, 1981; Kim, Kim & Kim, 2011); organisational affective commitment subscale (for
example in Ashraf & Khan, 2013), organizational culture (for example in Gregory et al., 2009; Zheng,
Yang & McLean, 2010; Nazi & Lone, 2008; An, Yom & Ruggiero, 2011), organizational citizen
behaviour (for example in Braun, Ferreira & Sydow, 2013; Walz & Niehoff, 2000), information culture
(for example in Choo, 2013), leadership (for example in Nayak & Mishra, 2005; Santra & Giri, 2008),
non-profit OE (for example in Herman & Renz, 1999; Eisenger, 2002; Nobbie & Brudney, 2003; Sowa,
Selden & Sandfort, 2004; Shilbury & Moore, 2006; Grabowski et al., 2015; Liket & Mass, 2015;
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Willems, 2015), etc. The authors conclude that idea management is represented mainly in business and
management literature and there are a lot of specific angles on how to explore OE.
Despite the large scientific interest in this topic there is no consensus on what OE is and how to
correctly measure it. So there are different kinds of OE models. According to the research the most
frequently applied and mentioned models are the Goal Attained Model and the Competing Values
Model, while the most commonly applied approach is the multidimensional approach (for example in
Wadongo & Abdel-Kader, 2014; Lecy et al., 2012; Quinn & Thorne, 2014; Ullah & Yasmin, 2013;
Ziebicki, 2013; Ashraf & Khan, 2013; Boiral, 2012; Zooga, Peng & Woldu, 2015; Braun, Ferreira &
Sydow, 2013; Gerschewski & Xiao, 2015; Jiang & Liub, 2015; Kwantes & Boglarsky, 2014; Naor et
al., 2014), which reflects the multidimensional concept of OE. The authors have gathered some of the
most commonly used and mentioned OE models and approaches (see Table 3).
Table 3
OE methods and approaches

Multidimensional

Multidimensional / one
dimensional

Model Focus and approaches

Goal
Attained
Model

Evaluation of ability to
achieve goals, for
example, cost-benefit
analysis, MBO, output
analysis, goals and
means

Functional
Model

Social consequences
analysis. Needsatisfaction analysis

Competing
Values
Model

Identification of key
variables and
determination of how
variables are related –
for a particular group,
different priorities

Systems
(Resource)
Model

Analysis of resource
distribution efficiency
among various
subsystems’ needs

Open
Systems
Model

Analysis with a focus
on flexibility and
external
orientation

Reputation
al
approach
Internal
Process
Model
HR Model

Analysis of perception
of stakeholders
Analysis of
organisational
environment
Analysis with an
internal focus

Applied or mentioned in, for
example:
Cunningham, 1976; Pors, 2008;
Lowe & Soo, 1980; Lecy et al.,
2012; Alastair, Coldwell &
Callaghan, 2013; Sharma & Kaur,
Productivity, efficiency,
2011; Quinn & Baugh, 1983;
profitability
Chidambaranathan &
Swarooprani, 2015; Zheng, Yang
& McLean, 2010; Biswas, 2010;
Nayak & Mishra, 2005
Social benefits – client and
Cunningham, 1976; Pors,
societal benefits, need
2008; Lowe & Soo, 1980;
satisfaction
Amagoh, 2015
Quinn & Baugh, 1983; Redshaw,
2000, 2001; Burnes, 1998;
Sharma & Kaur, 2011; Gregory et
Rational goal model,
al., 2009; Choo, 2013; Shoraj &
internal process model, open LLaci, 2015; Chermac, Bodwell
system model, human
& Glick, 2015; Mason, Chang &
relations model
Griffin, 2005; An, Yom &
Ruggiero, 2011; Shilbury &
Moore, 2006; Grabowski et al.,
2015
Cunningham, 1976; Nelson et al.,
2007; Pors, 2008; Lowe & Soo,
Efficiency, stress, ability to 1980; Upadhay, Munir & Blount,
acquire resources, revenue,
2014; Lecy et al., 2012; Kataria,
expenditures
Garg & Rastogi, 2013; Pee &
Kankanhalli, 2015; Vance &
Tesluk, 1999
Dimensions / sub-models

Flexibility, growth, resource
acquisition and external
support
Subjective measures of
perception of multiple key
stakeholders
Control, stability,
information management,
communication
Cohesion, morale,
flexibility, HR development,
recruitment
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Sharma & Kaur, 2011; Quinn &
Baugh, 1983
Wadongo & Abdel-Kader, 2014;
Lecy, Scmitz & Swedlund, 2012;
Willems, 2015
Kataria, Garg & Rastogi, 2013;
Steers, 1977a; Sharma & Kaur,
2011; Quinn & Rohraugh, 1983
Sharma & Kaur, 2011; Quinn &
Baugh, 1983; Pors, 2008
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But there are also different models applied and mentioned in the literature, for example, the
Structural Functional Model, which characterises systems’ ability to forestall threatened aggressions or
deleterious consequences from the actions of others (for example in Cunningham, 1976); the
Organizational Development Model, which reveals organisations’ problem solving and renewal
capabilities, the ability to work as a team and to suit the needs of its members (for example in
Cunningham, 1976); the Managerial Process Model, which explores the ability to perform certain
managerial functions effectively (for example in Cunningham, 1976); the individual or team
effectiveness approach (for example in Machi, 1977; Tuffield, 1975, Smith & Kleine, 1987; Rieley,
2014; Vance & Tesluk, 1999); contingency models (for example in Burrell & Morgan, 1979); population
ecology models (for example in Aldrich, 1979); the social justice model (for example in Keeley, 1978);
an evolutionary model (for example in Zammuto, 1982); a power model (for example in Hrebiniak,
1978); a political economy model (for example in Nord, 1983).
2.2.2. METHODS AND FOCUSES
The authors also collected the most frequently used research methods in the literature sources. It
has been concluded that the most frequently used data collection method is questionnaires, while among
data analysis methods, statistical methods are most common. This classification is adapted from the
classification developed by Beisell-Durrant (2004). The authors also conclude that the main focuses in
the researched literature are as follows: (1) theoretical research on OE aspects; (2) empirical research
on OE measurements and predictors. See the collected methods, objectives and some studies where they
were applied in Table 4.
Table 4
Most frequently used methods and focuses in the researched literature
Subcategory
Interviews

Data
Data Collection
Handli
ng and
Data
Analys
is

Focus groups
Workshops
Questionnaire

Observation
Audit
Case studies
Analysis of
documents

Examples of objectives (main focuses)
To study the relationship between
organizational effectiveness and efficiency,
commitment, etc. To examine the assessment
of OE in a specific context.
To collect OE data. To discuss the results of
the research.
To examine links between OE and different
factors, such as communication processes in
SMEs, management processes, people, social
capital, organisational culture, employee
motivation, involvement climate, innovation,
leadership style, face-to-face communication,
commitment, knowledge management. To
discover important OE elements. To
investigate the role of performance
measurement systems in organisational
effectiveness. To explore the effects of OE on
several subjects. To create an assessment of
OE in a specific context. To assess mediators
in OE and other factors.

To collect data to evaluate OE.
To analyse OE evaluation experience.
To examine factors influencing OE.
To study the relationship between OE and
other factors. To measure OE.
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Research examples
For example in Ziebicki, 2013; Cameron,
1978; Angle & Perry, 1981; Yang & Wan,
2004; Rai, Sinha & Singh, 2006; Grabowski
et al., 2015
For example in Grabowski et al., 2015;
Liket & Mass, 2015
For example in Nelson et al., 2007; Jackson,
1998; Pors, 2008; Tuffield, 1975; Upadhay,
Munir & Blount, 2014; Quinn & Thorne,
2014; Rieley, 2014; Ullah & Yasmin, 2013;
Ashraf & Khan, 2013; Cameron, 1978;
Riordan, Vandeberg & Richardson, 2005;
Angle & Perry, 1981; Santra & Giri, 2008;
Pee & Kankanhalli, 2015;
Chidambaranathan & Swarooprani, 2015;
Gregory et al., 2009; Zheng, Yang &
McLean, 2010; Gerschewski & Xiao, 2015;
Kwantes & Boglarsky, 2014; Rahimi &
Vahedi, 2011; Yilmaz & Ergun, 2008; Kim,
Kim & Kim, 2011; Nazi & Lone, 2008;
Shoraj & LLaci, 2015; Mason, Chang &
Griffin, 2005; Pounder, 1999; An, Yom &
Ruggiero, 2011; Cameron et al., 2011; Walz
& Niehoff, 2000
For example in Grabowski et al., 2015
For example in Zairi, Cooke & Whymark,
1999
For example, Hayes & Praksam, 1991
For example in Ziebicki, 2013; CollinsCamargo, Ellet & Lester, 2012; Grabowski
et al., 2015
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Regression analysis – to create a hierarchical
model of criteria of OE. To investigate
correlates and predictors, mediators of OE.
Factor analysis – to create a hierarchical
model of criteria of effectiveness. To examine
relationships between OE and dimensions, the
mediating role. To examine OE measures.
Principal component analysis – to examine OE
measures, to analyse factors.
Correlations – to explore correlations.
Structural equation modelling – to examine
the relationships between and among
variables. To test direct and indirect influence
on OE. To examine the anticipated model.

Benchmarking

To identify how to achieve OE, determine
which of the factors are actually related to OE.

Literature
reviews

To consolidate the previous literature. To
explore theories. To examine OE variables. To
explore routes to OE. To examine the
relationship between OE and variables such as
transformative leadership, creativity,
information culture. To develop a theoretical
framework. To create a retrospective analysis
of OE. To review problems of OE, model
review. To clarify the logic of participant
interest notions of OE. To create models and
demonstrate how to use them. To create
proposals. To evaluate tools which help to
leverage organizations to OE.

Basic

Statistical

For example:
Willems, 2015; Upadhay, Munir & Blount,
2014; Mahoney & Weitzel, 1969; An, Yom
& Ruggiero, 2011; Nayak & Mishra, 2005;
Ashraf & Khan, 2013; Riordan, Vandeberg
& Richardson, 2005; Zheng, Yang &
McLean, 2010; Parhizgar & Gilbert, 2004;
Walz & Niehoff, 2000; Shilbury & Moore,
2006
Santra & Giri, 2008; Braun, Ferreira &
Sydow, 2013
Rahimi & Vahedi, 2011; Nazi & Lone,
2008; Cameron et al., 2011; Nayak &
Mishra, 2005; Gelade & Gilbert, 2003
Quinn & Thorne, 2014; Kataria, Rastogi &
Garg, 2013; Kataria, Garg & Rastogi, 2012;
Ullah & Yasmin, 2013; Zheng, Yang &
McLean, 2010; Biswas, 2010
For example, in Jackson, 1998; Mason,
Chang & Griffin, 2005
For example in Redshaw, 2000, 2001;
Burnes, 1998; Downey-Ennis &Harrington,
2002; LiBrian & Kleiner, 2001; Smith &
Kleine, 1987; Lowe & Soo, 1980; Shepherd,
1989; Pounder, 2001; Wadongo & AbdelKader, 2014; Bratnicka, 2015, Amagoh,
2015; Kataria, Garg & Rastogi, 2013;
Boiral, 2012; Steers, 1975; Keeley, 1984;
Connolly, Conlon & Deutsch, 1980;
Cunningham, 1976; Kilmann & Herden,
1976; Lewin & Minton, 1986; Zooga, Peng
& Woldu, 2015; Choo, 2013; Jiang & Liub,
2015; Cross, Ernst & Pasmore, 2013; Yukl,
2008; Chermac, Bodwell & Glick, 2015;
Vance & Tesluk, 1999; Bharadwaj, 2014;
Boisot & McKelvey, 2011; Skrivastavat &
Agrawal, 2003; Sowa, Selden & Sandfort,
2004; Liket & Mass, 2015

2.2.3. OE DIMENSIONS
There are many OE models, but there are even more OE dimensions, which we could use as
indicators for OE. Accordingly research scientists seem to agree that OE is multidimensional (Angle &
Perry, 1981; Campbell et al., 1974; Steers, 1977) and the determinants of OE vary (Steers, 1977a;
Stevens, Beyer, and Trice, 1978). To sum up, OE is a broad concept encompassing a wide variety of
dimensions. And its multidimensionality has made it difficult for researchers to reach consensus about
its precise measurement. Also, Ziebicki (2013) claimed that OE is mostly presented as a
multidimensional criterion and this makes it possible to identify various types of outputs and indicate
reasons for a specific level of performance in a given organizational system. Secondly, OE has no
objective reality, but is conceptualized based on one’s point of view. For example, economists or
financial analysts define OE more in financial terms such as profits or return on investment, while
employees define it more in such terms as motivation, control, flexibility, etc.
Researchers counted 30 dimensions in 1960s and early 1970s OE studies (Nayak & Mishra, 2005),
but in this research we have concluded that there are more than 199 possible dimensions. These
dimensions are analysed according to several factors: if they are (1) subjective (not directly measurable
indicators, such as employee satisfaction, quality of work life, organizational climate, etc. (Sharma &
Kaur, 2011) / objective (generally contended monetary success indicators (Ashraf & Khan, 2013) – these
are monetary or numeric measures, for example, profit, production rate, etc. (Sharma & Kaur, 2011),
(2) internal (an internal, micro emphasis on the functioning and development of the organization’s
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people and their activities (Grabowski et al., 2015)) / external (an external, macro emphasis on the
functioning and development of the organization as part of the larger environment (Grabowski et al.,
2015), (3) financial/non-financial, (4) if they are universal. See 199 dimensions and their apportionment
by type (subjective/objective and external/internal) in Figure 1.
Objective
Autonomy; broadening of the
market base; cost
minimization; cost of capital;
cost of raw materials;
demand; labour costs; market
share; product price
leadership; profit generated
and profitability; repeat
business; return on
investments; revenues; sales
achieved; sales per
advertising dollar; stock
return; funding; inventory
cost; achieving goals

Ability to cope with users’
and non-users’ expectations
and needs; autonomy; citizen
orientation; civil
participation; community
satisfaction with
organization; competition;
community improvement;
cooperation; customer
complaints; customer
satisfaction; enforcing
changes to our society;
environmental control;
environmental impact;
external focus; external
reporting purposes; extra role
behaviour; industrial action;
investor attraction; new
market development; quality
of life; reputation;
satisfaction of supplier with
organization; satisfying
clients; social responsibility;
societal transformation;
supply; turn away eligible
clients; accessibility via
various channels;
adaptability; advantages;
differentiation; networks and
partnerships; open
communication; openness;
willingness to recommend;
achieving goals

Subjective

Figure 1. OE dimensions (their focus – subjective/objective and internal/external)

12

External

Internal

Delivery (on time); business results; cash flow; cash out; employee turnover
rate; new product development; operating efficiency ratio; operating
expense/employee; operating expense/revenue; product maximization;
productivity through people; profit margin; programme effectiveness; scrap
material per unit; sub-units’ performance; technical efficiency; turnover; units
produced; vehicle hour; viability; absenteeism; average assets; compensation;
controllable expenses; creating efficient output from limited means available;
efficiency; equity; expenses; financial performance; growth; increasing
resourcefulness (open system); individual employee performance / efficiency;
innovativeness / innovation / innovation capabilities; internal efficiency;
optimal use of available resources; overall performance; performance
management; personal effectiveness; productivity; achieving goals; stability;
survival
Accuracy of customer orders; appropriateness; aspects of identity; beliefs; bias
for action; bringing the planned strategic actions to a good end; leveraging of
resources; close to customers; cohesion; commitment and involvement;
commitment towards learning and development; deployment of predefined
strategy; determine reward distribution; employees’ levels of ambiguity
regarding customers; equipment supply; evaluate the effects of change;
immediate supervision; improving internal processes; independence of board;
leadership contingency fit; leadership for quality; leadership management;
legitimization; management of scarce resources; need for independence;
organizational environment fit; productivity through worker satisfaction;
programme effectiveness; project design, implementation, evaluation; provide
information for decision-making; quality and its improvement; reliability;
responsiveness; employee retention; right decisions at the right times for the
right reasons, satisfaction through attention to needs, selectivity; staff attitude;
staff complaints; stakeholder involvement; sub-units’ performance; supervisor
support; supplier welfare; task orientation; teamwork; technical excellence;
timely implementation of change; transformative leadership; turnover rate
attraction of talent; unity of command and direction; viability; ability to
accomplish core mission; ability to identify problems or opportunities; clarity;
clear authority and discipline; competitive attainment; competency;
congruence of internal processes; consensus; control; core functions; creating
efficient output from limited means available; culture; decision-making;
disciplinary actions; discretion; employee self-esteem; employee well-being;
employee-perceived adaptability; flexibility; governance; grievances; increase
of expertise and employee development; increased employee versatility /
flexibility; increasing resourcefulness (open system); individual employee
performance / efficiency; initiation of ideas and practises; innovativeness /
innovation / innovation capabilities; integration or its errors; internal
efficiency; internal equilibrium; interpersonal relationships; job satisfaction;
keeping the vision and mission up to date; leanness; long-term sustainability;
management effectiveness; manager-perceived adaptability; motivation; order;
optimal use of available resources; organisational commitment; organisational
management; organizational attachment; organizational climate; organizational
structure and governance; overall performance; performance management;
personal effectiveness; physical comfort; planning (also strategic) and goal
setting; self-control; productivity; structure/strategy congruence; values; work
pressure; workforce morale; working conditions and job demands; achieving
goals; stability; survival
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The results reflect that the most common type of OE dimensions are subjective-internal dimensions
and there are less external dimensions. Evaluating dimensions by criteria – financial or non-financial
type of dimension – the authors conclude that there are mostly non-financial dimensions (74% of all
explored dimensions); there are only 36 financial indicators and 21 mixed indicators. 40% of all
dimensions are universal, while 58% are applied in only some contexts, 4 dimensions’ universality
depends on their application.
It should be noted that some researchers (for example, Evan, 1976; Scott, 1977; Cameron, 1986,
Daft, 1998; Nazi & Lone, 2008; Cameron et al., 2011) do not separate definitions of performance
measures and organisational effectiveness and the authors of this paper support this approach.
To sum up, OE dimensions may be subjective or objective, internal or external, financial or nonfinancial, universal or not universal, or mixed types, but the most common OE dimensions are
subjective, internal, non-financial and not universal. This situation reflects that OE evaluation is mostly
connected with specific contexts of organisations. Based on the research the authors would like to define
OE as a multidimensional measurement that may consist of financial/non-financial, internal/external,
subjective and objective dimensions, which reflects the achievements of the organisation, while the
dimensions of OE may be different in different contexts.
3.IDEA MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS – A RESEARCH
GAP?
Based on separate overviews of IM and OE literature, the authors revealed that there is a research
gap: there are no focused researches or discussions on connections between IM and OE in the researched
literature sources. There is also little theoretical guidance as to how IMS application and effectiveness
materialize within organizations and even less direction on how to conceptualize and examine the effects
of IMS on effectiveness. At the end of this article the authors will try to some degree to offer advice on
how to begin to fill this gap, based on the research conducted.
By synthesizing IM and OE literature the authors have concluded that through conducting a detailed
literature review, evidence of possible associations between IM and OE elements could be found. For
example, Mahoney and Weitzel (1969) have mentioned that the degree of initiation of ideas and
practices appears as independent criteria of effectiveness. This is the only evidence of connections
between IM and OE in the researched literature. Initiation of ideas is only one part of IM, so it is
important to investigate if the whole IM process impacts OE. But in IM literature studies have been
focused on several elements which are explored as OE dimensions in this research, for example,
cooperation (Tung et al., 2009), innovation (Vagn et al., 2013; Enkel, Grassmann & Chesbrough, 2009),
creativity (Bakker et al, 2006; Van Dijk & Van Den Ende, 2002), leadership (Deichmann, 2012), and
involvement (Bansemir et al., 2009). The authors would like to argue that this means that IM/IMS could
be researched as a mediator in connections between these elements and OE. Overall, the authors have
concluded that there is great potential to research IM/IMS and OE, as there have been no focused studies
that explore both of the elements together.
There are fundamental research questions that are currently unexplored in the literature. Addressing
these fundamental questions is relevant to advance theory and to develop interventions and tools to
measure the influence of IM/IMS on OE: (1) Is IM/IMS connected with OE? (2) What are the primary
emergent processes that account for the influence of IM/IMS on OE? Based on the research overview,
the authors have synthesized future research directions. See the 5 main directions in Table 5.
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Table 5
Theoretical Perspective in Future IM/IMS and OE Research
Elements

Focus

Potential Research
methods
Quantitative data analysis,
longitudinal regression
analysis

IM/IMS
To research IM/IMS and OE connections as IMS application
application, OE in practice has frequently been considered pertinent in
elevating organizational outcomes.
To research possibilities to increase OE with IM/IMS.
The factors that influence an organisation’s decision to apply Interviews (with thematic
IMS are a fertile ground for investigation.
and content analysis),
questionnaires, case studies
Mediators in
To research mediators in IM/IMS and OE connections (for
Quantitative data analysis,
IM/IMS and
example, idea creator characteristics, idea characteristics,
longitudinal regression
OE relations
communication, openness, etc.).
analysis
Active IMS,
To research the influence of different types of IMS (active
Qualitative case studies
passive IMS,
and passive IMS) on OE.
Longitudinal studies (both
OE
qualitative and quantitative)
IM elements
To research the main IM dimensions (idea generation,
and OE
evaluation, continued IM) which have the greatest influence
on OE.
IM/IMS
To explore what the process is through which leaders can
Qualitative case studies
application,
promote IMS application that increases OE. To explore if
Longitudinal studies (both
OE, leadership and how leaders’ characteristics influence IMS application
qualitative and quantitative)
and OE.

In Table 5, the five most important research directions are highlighted; they should be considered
in creating the basis for IM and OE studies. Methods mentioned in the table are only sample methods
that have been applied most frequently for similar studies on IM and OE.
SUMMARY
For this article, the authors reviewed the literature on IM and OE to identify if there is a research
gap and make suggestions for future research in this field. The researched literature has presented
valuable insights on each of the terms separately, both empirically and conceptually. Even Mahoney and
Weitzel (1969) have mentioned that the degree of initiation of ideas and practices appear as independent
criteria of OE. This is the only evidence of connections between IM and OE in the researched literature.
But it should be noted that initiation of ideas is only one part of IM, so it is important to investigate if
the whole IM process impacts OE.
Despite the wide range of literature about IM and OE, there is a research gap – there are no focused
studies or discussions on connections between IM and OE. There is also little theoretical guidance as to
how IM/IMS application and effectiveness materialize within organizations and even less direction on
how to conceptualize and examine the effects of IM/IMS on OE.
There are a number of major observations that can be derived from peer-reviewed journals and
proceedings. First, this study outlines that there is a tendency in literature to focus on internal IM, but
from 2006 the situation started to change and more external and mixed IM application approaches have
been researched. Based on this conclusion, the authors would like to recommend that in the future,
research on both internal and external idea management should be explored to get a holistic and up-todate look at IM. Second, the study highlights that the most common methods for researching IM/IMS
and their application approaches are literature reviews, interviews, questionnaires, case studies and
statistical methods, while to research OE, the most frequently used data collection method is
questionnaires, and among data analysis methods, statistical methods are most common. The authors
recommend researching IM and OE by applying longitudinal studies (both qualitative and quantitative)
if IMS are applied continuously and case studies if IMS have been applied only for specific events and
the main performance data are fixed. Third, based on the overview of the literature, the authors have
defined the terms IM, IMS and OE – IM is a wider and more uncertain term than IMS and describes the
process, while IMS is a more specific sub-term of IM and describes a method or a tool that provides a
systematic approach to IM. OE is a multidimensional measurement which may consist of financial/non-
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financial, internal/external, subjective and objective dimensions, which reflects the achievements of the
organisation, while the dimensions of OE may be different in different contexts. Fourth, it has been
concluded that the OE models most frequently applied and mentioned are the Goal Attained Model and
the Competing Values Model, while the most commonly applied approach is the multidimensional
approach. The authors would like to argue that, even though these are the most commonly applied
models, for each new study, the researcher should evaluate which model and which dimension of the
199 updated dimensions of OE to research.
In the last section of the paper the authors highlighted 5 important research directions to bridge the
gap between IM/IMS and OE. To bridge this gap, it is important to answer the question of whether
IM/IMS application is connected with OE. To explore these connections, the authors suggest 5 important
future research directions: (1) to research IM/IMS and OE connections and possibilities to increase OE
with IM/IMS; (2) to explore mediators in IM/IMS and OE connections; (3) to explore how different
IMS types influence OE; (4) to research the main IM dimensions (idea generation, evaluation, continued
IM) which have the greatest influence on OE; (5) to research the impact of management and leadership
on IM/IMS application and OE. The authors would like to recommend researching IM and OE
connections holistically by exploring not only how IM/IMS relates to OE, but also overall input factors
that influence the IM/IMS process. The authors would also like to recommend creating an IM
effectiveness evaluation framework and investigating if it has a direct influence on OE.
This paper fulfils an identified need to explore if there is a research gap between OE and IM
research. The study also aims to clarify the domain of IM and OE by summarizing the main OE
dimensions that are normally found in the OE literature and the main elements of IM. This research has
summarized 199 OE dimensions and constitutes the largest scientifically gathered OE dimension list
that aims to explain the OE construct. The added value of this research in an IM context is as follows:
(1) it explored the latest literature (published in 2015) on IM and IMS; (2) it created a holistic view of
IM and IMS. The main contribution of the research is that it reviews IM and OE literature tendencies
and synthesizes them to outline future research directions.
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